
YARDAGE

 Oxford V alance 9290

This simple tailored design is easy to make.  The center section can be repeated, as many times as necessary.  The 
side sec-tions drop down 8”.  A horn is sewn between all sections.  The jabot is made and attached separately.

For easy installation, all pieces attach to decorative 
holdbacks.  The width measurement should be taken 
straight across, from side to side.  Then divide by the 
number of valance sections desired.  That is the 
measurement to use on the patterns.  1/2” of slack is 
already added into the pattern.  For a looser fi t (to 
resemble a swag effect), plan for each valance section to be 
2” or 3” wider than needed.
An alternative choice is to use multiple center sections and 
install on a rod with rings.  

All valance sections can be 12” or up to 22” wide.  The jabot hangs 29” deep.  All pattern pieces can 
be altered in depth.  

Fabric Suggestions:  Fabric should be at least moderately soft.  Reasonable bulk is not a major problem.  
Stripes and plaids work well.  Lightweight fabrics should be interlined.  The jabots and horns will need a self 
or contrast lining.  The valance sections can have a drapery lining.  

Trims:  Instructions are included for a self or contrast cord.  Any cording used in the bottom seams should 
be small and soft.  When using fringes that are 3” deep or more, contrast lining will not be needed.

Trims would need to be able to curve.  A length of 16” of 1/4” ribbon (per holdback) will be needed to tie all 
items to the holdbacks.  The ribbon color should match the fabric or the holdback post.

YARDAGE

Decide how many valance sections you need for your window.  Stay within a 12” to 22” width range.

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the 
actual pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fit on your fabric.

Each side section .......................The pattern is ............................your width plus 2” x 25” deep
Each center section ....................The pattern is ...........................your width plus 2” x 20” deep
Each horn ...................................The pattern is  ............................................13” wide x 17” deep
Each jabot ..................................The pattern is ...........................................25” wide x 30” deep

Same amount of lining will be needed. Same amount of interlining (optional).

Yardage for Trims               Each 12” side section ...........................................................17”
               Each 22” side section ..........................................................26”Trims must be 

able to curve. 
(Bottoms only)

Each 12” center section .......................................................14”
Each 22” center section ......................................................23”
Each horn ............................................................................13”
Each jabot ...........................................................................26”

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.
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